
The Hoggar Mountains 1976-7
Paul Luckock

That question of the moral effect of danger is a very curious one, but this I know and find,
practically, that if you come to a dangerous place, and turn back from it, though it may
have been perfectly right and wise to do so, still your character has suffered some slight
deterioration; you are to that extent weaker, more lifeless, more effeminate, more liable to

passion and error in future; whereas if you go through with the danger though it may have
been foolish to encounter it, you come out of the encounter a stronger and better man,
fitter for every sort of work and trial, and nothing but danger produces this effect.' John
Ruskin.

We were the first British climbing expedition in the Hoggar Mountains of S
Algeria since Fraser, Sutton and Wrangham had been there in the winter of 1952-3.
During the short period they were there they achieved ascents of Daouda,
Aounahamt, Adade, Aharou, Ibaharen, Iharen and Issekrar.

The continental climbers, particularly the French, have been climbing there
since the thirties. The first solely mountaineering expedition to the area was the
Coche expedition in 1935 achieving among their ascents, the first of Iharen.
Exploration in the area was particularly keen in the 50s when many of the classic
routes were climbed by the likes of Terray, Canderlier, Kohlmann, Dubost and
Billet; many of these routes in the grades TD and ED are still very difficult 'nuts to
crack'. There was quite a lapse in the 60s presumably as a result of the political
problems in Algeria. There has been an upsurge of interest in the 70s with many
very hard technical lines being climbed.

We achieved 41 different routes and ascents in the Hoggar, including 3 new
routes and a new variation start to a route. Nearly all the ascents were first British
ascents.

The climbing can be clearly divided into 2 parts, the major section being the
climbing of established and new routes in the Atakor region, consisting of both the
area surrounding the town of Tamanrasset and the area 50 miles to the N centred
on the Assekrem. This took place between 19 December and 28 January and was
interrupted by what can be considered as the second section of 9 days duration,
exploring the very remote region to the SE of Tahifet from 26 December to 3
January.

However, some climbing had taken place prior to this. During our initial stay in
Tamanrasset on our way S to Kaho, Nigeria, P. Luckock climbed the Beyschlag
Ellner route on the W Face of Adriane on 3 November, did a reconnaissance of
Iharen to assess the route possibilities on the 4th and climbed Aounahamt by the
SW Face on the 5th with 5 Czech climbers.

On our return journey from the Bilma Sands some climbing was-done whilst
travelling S from Djanet to Tamanrasset. Luckock climbed the S face of Adrar
Ouah Rhagad situated N of Serouenout on 14 December. The following day
Luckock and C. Flanagan climbed the beautiful and spectacular Telerhteba by a
gully system on the W Hank. On the same day C. Manning, P. Tozer and B. Marks,
who had travelled to Tamanrasset by trans-Saharan bus to join the expedition,
were climbing Adriane by the Beyschlag-Ellner route. On 17 December our first
day in the Atakor, Luckock climbed Taheleft N by the S face and followed this by
climbing Zamezoug, S face, Caret Litni, NW face and Tinra, N face with Flanagan
in 'an orgy of activity' following so many days in the vehicles.
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The climbing in the Hoggar falls into 2 categories:
a) The large rock faces up to 1500ft high often requiring free and artificial
climbing of the very highest standard. Most are very serious undertakings because
of their size, difficulty, quality of rock and remoteness. An accident would pose
numerous problems.
b) The attaining of summits by walking and scrambling (these can be identified in
the lists of ascents by the lack of any grade, or a grade of PD). However, just as fell
walking in the Lakes or North Wales has hidden dangers so do these peaks. Many
possessed the odd III or IV pitch and there was always the possibility of an abseil
on descent. The high daily temperatures meant the debilitating effects of dehydra
tion often occurred. Mount Tahat, the highest peak in the Hoggar, which was
climbed on 16 January comes into this category.

On returning to Tamanrasset (19 December) we set up camp beneath Adriane
and the same afternoon Luckock and Tozer climbed a short new line, 250ft, on the
W face, S of the col by a series of chimneys. In the ensuing days there, the direct
route on the SE face of Issekrar, the N flank ofTindi, the Aulard-Vaucher W face
route on Adriane, the normal route on the S face of Iharen, Tinhamour by the S
ridge and the Issekram massif by the S face were climbed.

On 23 December Luckock and Flanagan attempted to climb the superb pinnacle
ofAsekerda (250ft high) by the NW face; Luckock's diary entry reads:

'I found a route on the NW Face which had pegs, the rock was poor and the moves diffi
cult, the first pitch wasn't too bad and led to a good stance, the second pitch was hard, it
took me 30 minutes to work out the move, out of a chimney on to a little wall, George
seconded without too much difficulty. The third pitch involved bridging a wide chimney,
on reaching the highest peg there was nowhere to go, an overhang, two blank vertical
walls with loose rock, no more pegs, we had obviously reached the high point of some
body else's attempt. I reversed the bridged pitch with a little difficulty and was down to the
bottom, with one 150ft abseil; we had started climbing at 11.45am and were down at
3.00pm.'

We returned to Tamanrasset on the 24th to celebrate Christmas.
We arrived back in the Atakor following our exertions in the Tahifet Region (see

separate section) on 4 January and set up camp at the beautiful Imalaoul-aoune
gueltas. Naturally carved at different levels out of the rock, the gueltas are
permanent waterholes, protected from the sun in narrow gorges, which are used
for watering livestock. During our 9-day stay here we achieved 7 ascents, including
a new variation start (V) of the classic S Pillar route of Issekrar and the very long SW
face route on Daouda which involved 9 abseils on the descent.

However, the most memorable climbing occurred on Iharen, on 6 January.
Luckock and Tozer attempted the Kohlmann-Dufourmantelle direct route on the S
face. Luckock, leading the whole way, did the first 100ft of this classic route only to
get off route and climb the even more difficult fissure immediately to the right,
250ft of sustained V climbing on poor belays; 3 pegs were used, one for protec
tion, 2 for belays. Just as they thought they had 'cracked it' having finished the
fissures, they came across a vertical chimney containing very rotten and loose rock.
With darkness descending upon them, Luckock succeeded in knocking off a very
large block in the chimney which landed on Tozer's foot and it was decided that an
immediate retreat was required, otherwise a very cold and uncomfortable
benighting was in the offing. The retreat down the E face was an 'epic' in itself
involving the loss of the 300ft abseil rope when it became firmly jammed following
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a 150ft abseil into the unknown ... , over an overhang. The final 30ft of descent
Luckock climbed hand over hand down a 'rope' of all their tape slings tied to

gether, before fetching an abseil rope for Tozer. It was a very thirst)', hungry and
tired pair that arrived back at camp that night.

On 13 January we drove 40 miles N to the Assekrem col where we sta ed for 2
nights, during which time 6 ummits were visited and Luckock stumbled acros 5 of
the very rare mouAon in his travels.

On the 15th we moved to I1aman, camping beneath the SW face. In the ensuing
4 days we climbed Abararror, Tahat and 3 different route on I1aman including a
new route on the SW face. This line, led all the way by Luckock, begin on the ea y
ten-ace above the breche to the left of the Frolich-Prange route and fini hes to the
right of Salson-Berandini's SW direct route and involves sustained V climbing on

/8/1aman (This and next photo: G. Flanagan)



19 Clocher de Tezoulaig

very expo ed but good rock. Some of the situations on the route are truly breath
taking and we will be surprised if it doesn't become one of the clas ic route on the
'king' of Hoggar peaks.

The 19 January aw us moving to the Tezoulaigs where we made camp
immediately below the W faces ofTezoulaig Sand PointJean. From this ba e, some
of the fine t climbing wa achieved including the Diedre route of aouinan
containing a 'de perate' V+ pitch, the cia sic W face route on Tezoulaig S and the
W face of Point Jean. Luckock also climbed the short but difficult Lechene route on
the W face of the Clo her de Tezoulaig with 3 Ba que limbers.

nfortunately we had to return prematurely to Tamanra set on the 26th owing
to a large amount of equipment being tolen by local Touareg tribesmen, but we
did manage to alleviate our disappointment by achieving a new route on the face
ofTilou on the 27th.

The Tahifet Region - 26 December-3 January
The object of this section of the expedition wa to explore and climb in the very
remote area to the Sand E of Tahifet, an area in which very few Europeans had
climbed. We believe Peak Azrou to be the only summit to have received a visit.

The obje tive was fraught with difficultie , largely logistical. We would have to
drive the Land Rover as far off the piste to the E as possible, et up a vehicle Base
Camp (VBC) and then fel-ry food, equipment and most important of all water to an
Advance Ba e Camp (ABC) approx -10 miles deeper into the area to the SE.
From this advance base camp it was hoped we would be able to explore the
urrounding terrain, particularly the mountain Adagh emouhad and the Issek

and Azrou ridge and also attempt to climb their rock face.
Reality wa different. We did not manage to drive the Land Rover as far off the

piste as wa hoped, onl one mile in fact. The terrain was very broken and the only
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headway that was possible was driving along the sand and gravel bottom of a wadi.
The site chosen for VBC though not as far in as hoped was sheltered and consisted
of the Land Rover, 2 small 2-man tents and a large mound of boxes containing our·.
food and equipment.

ABC was approximately 9 miles further SE and took 3 hours to walk to with a
full sack, though on the odd occasion we did manage to get the time down to 2t
hours. The trek between the 2 consisted in crossing an area of very rough broken
ground between VBC and the Oued Tahifet. Even with cairns marking the
preferred path every member at sometime managed to lose his way, if only
temporarily, in this confused area of rock and boulders. The total distance of this
section of the route was only It miles. On reaching the Oued Tahifet we followed it
for approximately 7 miles. Navigationally very easy, it was a huge wadi often 100yd
or more wide in places though at times it became very narro,,' and boulder filled
with large cliffs on either side.

ABC was set up to the E of the wadi by following a small tributary wadi. The site
was a small piatform surrounded on the Sand E by steep-sided, boulder strewn
hills, the one directly S being marked as point 1310m on the map.

It took 2 days to establish ABC with enough food, equipment and water to
enable one pair of climbers to make their first reconnaissance. Water was the major
problem. We had arrived at VBC with 30 gallons but it was not practical to carry
water from there to ABC daily, even though it was a relatively easy task from VBC
to collect water from the well at Tahifet village. We had discovered a small muddy
pool of water in the Oued Tahifet bottom, held there by being in almost
permanent shadow but badly contaminated by small snails, worms ete. However, it
was only 45 minutes from ABC a It hour round trip to collect water.

We soon discovered that even using 3 millbank bags to purify the water, the
process was painfully slow, 2 gallons taking over an hour to collect. It was decided
to bring the waterfilter pump from VBC but by the time it arrived the decision to
abort our exploration had been made.

Tozer and I were to attempt the first trip into the wilderness of subsidiary peaks
and ridges. We were carrying 2t gallons of water between us, food, personal equip
ment and climbing gear; our sacks were over 40lb each. We intended to be away
from ABC for 3 days and 2 nights. We made excellent progress on the first day out
from ABC walking for 8 hours and covering over 20 miles. The reason for our
excellent progress was the discovery, 90 minutes out from ABC of a large wadi
running in a SE direction. This we followed for much of the day, thinking it was the
Oued Foutes and taking us to our objective, Adagh Nemounhad. As we were to
discover the following day, this was not to be. Navigation using the maps we had,
1:200,000 (approx lin to 3 miles), was extremely difficult, rather like using an RAC
Touring map to go fell-walking in the Lakes. Many of the wadis, some a quarter
mile wide, and peaks we came across later in the day just were not marked on the
maps.

It had been very hot in the heat of day, over 90°F and we were both very tired
and thirsty when we stopped to bivouac for the night beside a small dry water
course. We were using a lot of water because of the heat and after eating breakfast
of porridge and a brew on the second morning we only had 7 pints of water left
between us. We trekked on to the E for a further 2 hours but, on climbing to a high
point above yet another wadi system, discovered the nearest mountain ridge (the
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Azrou, with climbing possibilities) was still an estimated 10-15 miles away.
My diary entry for 31 December illustrates our feelings at the time:

'The experience of the last couple of days has been very humbling, I have learnt a great
deal, the feeling at ABC today is one of comradeship, disappointment at not being able to
climb the peaks in this region, but a total acceptance of the inevitable. Yesterday said it all,
Phil and I had climbed to our high point and all we could see for miles was very broken
mountainous terrain, with ridges and peaks in the distance, none nearer than 10 miles,
neither of us needed to say anything, we just looked at each other and knew that this
winter at least we wouldn't be climbing any of them, we picked up our sacks and struggled
down.'

The return to ABC that and the following day was in itself a harrowing experi
ence, involving walking at night to lessen the debilitating effects of dehydration. On
returning to ABC, having sUIVived the final 30 hours on 3+ pints of water each, our
throats were so swollen eating was nearly impossible and drinking painful. Even so
we managed to consume over 2 gallons of fluid each in the ensuing 12 hour .The
logistical problems in tackling this area are vast. Back packing heavy sacs across
very rough terrain with the temperatures in the 90s requires at least a gallon per
man per day, ie for a 3-day trip, 3 gallons each, an extra 30tb to carry. We estimate
one would need to carry water for 5 days, 5 gilllons, an extra 50lb per man, to en
able a climber to complete a route on the nearest rock faces. One would need to

walk in for 2 days from our ABC to the foot of the nearest face, spend a day
climbing a route, and another 2 days to return to ABC. This would necessitate
leaving ABC with an 80lb sack including food, equipment etc which is not really
feasible.

A possibility would be to place another camp even deeper in than ABC but one
would need more men and they would do nothing but ferry water from its muddy
pool source.

It should be remembered that in our own team Barbara and Gerry had begun
to develop amoebic dysentery symptoms and George was heavily drugged with
pain killers and antibiotics for an abscess on his gum at this time.

This area is unique in the Hoggar and possesses a rare beauty; it is the most
ban'en area in the lunar landscape that constitutes the Hoggar.

In answer to Ruskin's famous words, yes at times as a result of our actions we
felt weaker, more lifeless, more effeminate, more liable to passion and error in
future, at others a stronger and better person, fitter for every son of work and trial;
in essence isn't that what mountaineering is all about?

The Technique of Falling'
A. W. Bridge

It does not seem a long time since I eagerly devoured the contents of borrowed
journals. I wanted to understand the technique of walking, the technique of
climbing and the doctrine of descent; and the men who wrote in the journals of
these subjects satisfied me. But I was very puzzled and yet had not the pluck at that

Reprinted from Moulllaineeringjounzal,June 1932.
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